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NMR Relaxation in Incommensurate Systems
with a Double q Modulation
R.Blinc
J. Stefan Institute, University of Ljubljana,
Jamova 39, YU-61111 Ljubljana, Yugoslavia
The NMR lineshape and relaxation rates are evaluated for a superposition of two incommensurate modulation waves with an arbitrary ratio of modulation wave vectors
|
|
and an arbitrary angle between the two modulation directions.

domain is here modulated in a single direction but
the direction of the modulation wave varies from
one domain to the other. Several cases are known
where the angle between the two moduloation directions q\ and q% suddeenly changes and, e.g., a
two-q structure becomes a single-q structure (4,5).
Here we wish to show how the NMR line-shape
and relaxation rates depend on the ration Igi/gil
(1)
and angle between the two q vectors for the case of
- corresponding to a one-dimensional modulation
a superposition of two incommensurate modulation
wave with a phase <f> = qr + <p0 and an ampli- waves.
tude £ - are by now well understood (1,2). Very
Let us consider the case of a two dimensionlittle, on the other hand, is known (2,3,4) about
ally modulated incommensurate structure where
the NMR lineshapes in incommensurate systems
the angle between the two modulation wave vecwhere the order parameter has four or more compotors q\ and 9*2 equals 7. The modulation wave is
nents such as biphenyl (4), barium sodium niobate
given by
(5), BaMnF4(6), quartz (7) or many charge density
U = Uo\ COS (pi + U 0 2 COS <p2
wave compounds. In systems with a four compo(3)
nent order parameter (4-6)
where <p\ and <p2 can be expressed in the plane
(2a)
Qi± = 21 exp(±i<f>i)
wave modulation approximation as
Phase transitions leading to incommensurately
modulated ordered phases are described by order
parameters with a minimum dimensionality 2, 4 or
6 resulting in single-q, double-q or triple-q structures. The NMR spectra of incommensurate systems with a two-component order parameter

and

(4a)

<P\ =
<?2± = g2 exp(±t> 2 )

(2b)

two rather different incommensurate states may exist. The first of these two possible state - Qi =
£2 7^ 0 - corresponds to a "quilt" like structure
with a simultaneous freezing of all four vectors ±gi
and ±92 of the star of k. It is incommensurately
modulated along two different directions. Another
possible state corresponds to a "stripe-like" domain structure with either Qi = K ^ 0,g2 = 0
°r &i — 0, g2 = K ^ 0, i.e. to a freezing of order parameter components associated with a single
pair ±q! or ±<f2 of opposite wave vectors. Each

and
()

<p0.

(4b)

Let us further assume that the relation between
the NMR frequency shift and the nuclear displacement is purely local and linear so that we have
v(<Pl,<P2) — Vo + VlCOS<pi + V2CO8<P2-

(5)

Here i>i and i>2 are proportional to the amplitude
of the incommensurate order parameters gi and Q2ipi and v?2 are independent and take on any value
in the interval [-00, +00] with equal probability.
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Instead of sharp NMR lines as found in commensurate phases we should here have a frequency distribution f(y) given by
+OO
/•+OO
1K

f+OO
/-

/

f(v)=
J-oo

J-

/•+oo
/
J-oo

- v')dv'. (6)

Here /i(") a n d h{v) a r e ' n e well-known frequency distributions for purely one dimensional
modulations,

=

v = v0 + v\ cos <pi

(7a)

v — v0 + vt cos (p2

(7b)

r+oo

const

oo

const

= l,2. (8)

Expression (6) can be evaluated analytically in
terms of elliptic functions. It is easy to see that
for v\ = V2 the incommensurate frequency distribution f(u) given by (6) exhibits an infinite logarithmic singularity at v — v0 —> 0:
*\

' v-~o-~0

^

"''

"

VyaJ

and two step discontinuities at -±2v\ (Fig.la). This
is in sharp contrast to the frequency distribution (8) for a one dimensional modulation (Fig.lb)
where we have two edge singularities at v — v0 =
It should be noted that the exact form of expression (6) is (ref.4):

f(u) oc F farcsin

x

) , (1 - *

(9b)

where ^(A;, cp) is the elliptic integral of first kind
with k? = 1 - x2 and x = ^f*.
It should be mentioned that for i>i ^ V2 we have depending on the ration v\lv<i - a continuous transition from the 2q case with a central logarithmic
singularity to the \q case with two edge singularities.
It is interesting to note that f{y) - as given by
expression (8) - does not depend on the angle 7
between the two modulation directions q\ and ifo

Fig. 1.
(a) NMR lineshape according to eq.(6) for a twodimensional plane wave like modulation wave
(5) with the two wave vectors ±51 and ±52
making an arbitrary angle 7 ^ 0 ("quilt"
phase).
(b) NMR lineshape for the "stripe phase" Qi =
0,g2 = K and £1 — K>Q = 0 according to
eq.(8).
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as long as 7 ^ 0. If 7 = 0 so that qi[[^2 jja; and

(1°)

v — v0

the frequency distribution is still given by expression (6) as long as |<jfi| is incommensurate to \q2\

1*1

M
—,

M,N = 1,2,3...

(11)

If however the ratio |gi|/|g*2 is incommensurate, the
lineshape depends on |gi|/|?2|.
For |^2j = 2\qi\, for example, where
v = v0 + v\ cos <p\ + vi cos(2y?i)

(12)

In the "quilt-like" phase Tj varies of the frequency distributions f[y) in a way which is much
more complicated than in the one-dimensionally
modulated case. The edges of the spectrum at ±2v\
will be relaxed by the amplitudons whereas the logarithmic singularity at v — v0 —* 0 will be relaxed
by phasons and amplitudons. From the difference
in Tj" 1 at these two positions one can determine
the spectral density of the phason and amplitudon
modes, J<p and 1/2(JA+ + JA_)In deuterated biphenyl, where the incommensurate phase II is "stripe-like", one finds that:

Tf1 -

cos 2

+ sin2

+

the lineshape is the same as for the case of a
'l (13)
one-dimensional modulation wave where linear and
quadratic terms are present in the expansion of v
Here TIrfx is the relaxation contribution of the douin powers of the displacement.
bly degenerate soft mode whereas T^ and T£^ reIt should be also noted that in the "stripefer to phason and amplitudon oscillations of the
like" incommensurate phase where we have dofrozen out modulation wave. A fit of expresmains gi = 0, Q2 = K and gi = K, Q2 = 0 assions (13) to the experimentally determined fresociated with the freezing of ±q\ and ±52 respecquency variation of T\ allows for a determination of
tively the NMR lineshape is given by expressions
(T\A +Tuj a n d iT\v ~Til)- S i n c e far b e l o w Tl
(8) (Fig.lb). This is due to the fact that the NMR
the amplitudon gap A^ is significantly larger than
lineshape does not depend on the direction of q as
the gap of the doubly degenerate soft mode A<jm,
long as the associated displacements and frequency
the effective relaxation rate depends here only on
changes are the same. Recent deuteron NMR meathe phason and the doubly degenerate mode consurements of deuterated biphenyl (4) show that this
tributions. If the gap Adro of the doubly degeneris indeed the case.
ate soft mode is known from independent measureAnother unusual feature of systems with a fourments, one can use the 2\ data to determine the
dimensional order parameter is the spectrum of elexistence of a defect induced phason gap A^:
ementary excitations.
In the "quilt-like" phase (gi = £2) one expects
(14)
lip
in the ideal case a double degenerate gapless phason, ojph (representing the modulatiuons 8<f>\ and It should be also noted that in incommensurate
8<f>2 of the two phases <j>\ and ^2) as well as two systems not only Ti but also T2 and the adiabatic
homogeneous linewidth T^ vary over the incomamplitudon modes, A + and A_, representing the in
mensurate frequency distribution (8). The variaphase, 8(£i +Q2), and out of phase, S(g\- £2) modtion of the adiabatic width T'2~ , in particular, is
ulations of the amplitudes of the two modulation
completely analogous to the variation of T^1:
waves. In the "stripe-like" phase (gi ^t 0, £2 = 0
or QI = 0, QI 7^ 0), on the other hand, one expects
both a normal amplitudon OJA and gapless phason
Wph corresponding to the frozen in one-dimensional
V-Vo
modulation wave in a given domain (gi ^ 0), as
(15)
x =
well as a doubly degenerate soft mode, Wdm corresponding to the modulation wave with £2 = 0- m
except for the fact that T'^ measures the spectral
both the "quilt-like" and the "stripe-like" phases
densities at zero frequency j(0) whereas Tj" 1 meaone thus expects 3 order parameter modes but their
sures the spectral densities at the Larmor frequency
nature is rather different.
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